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Abstract

Two schemes are proposed to compute the nonlinear electro-optic (EO) tensor for the first time. In the

first scheme, we compute the linear EO tensor of the structure under a finite electric field, while we com-

pute the refractive index of the structure under a finite electric field in the second scheme. Such schemes are

applied to Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and BaTiO3 ferroelectric oxides. It is found to reproduce a recently observed fea-

ture, namely why Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 adopts a mostly linear EO response while BaTiO3 exhibits a strongly

nonlinear conversion between electric and optical properties. Furthermore, the atomistic insight provided

by the proposed ab-initio scheme reveals the origin of such qualitatively different responses, in terms of the

field-induced behavior of the frequencies of some phonon modes and of some force constants.
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Most materials exhibit a change in their refractive index when under applied static or low-

frequency electric fields, a phenomenon known as the electro-optic (EO) effect [1, 2] and which is

promising for some technologies [3–6]. In particular, having large nonlinear electro-optic coeffi-

cients would open the door for the design of novel devices [7–16]. For instance, it is important for

EO modulation [13], high-speed optical shutters [14], electro-optical detection [15], and electro-

optical switching [16]. Understanding at an atomistic level linear versus nonlinear EO effects

should also be of large fundamental interest. For instance, it should resolve the current mystery

of why a recent experiment [5] observed, in the THz regime, a linear electro-optic coefficient in

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 while BaTiO3 films rather exhibit significant nonlinear (second-order) electro-optic

coefficients.

In view of such facts, having a first-principles-based technique allowing the computation of

nonlinear conversion between electric and optical quantities but also providing a deep atomistic

insight of such conversion is highly desired. However, such technique and ab-initio capabilities

do not presently exist.

The aims of this paper are to demonstrate that such technique (1) can, in fact, be easily de-

veloped and applied to any material; (2) reproduces the experimental finding about the different

nature (i.e., linear versus nonlinear) of the EO response of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 versus BaTiO3; and (3)

explains such difference, via the field-induced behavior of some specific phonon frequencies and

of the force constants of some chemical bonds.

Here, we employed the ABINIT package [17] with the local density approximation (LDA) to

the density functional theory (DFT) and norm-conserving pseudopotentials [18], chosen in part to

facilitate the computation of electro-optic coefficients [4, 19]. The alchemical mixing approxima-

tion implemented in the ABINIT package [20], which is the pseudopotentials specific implementa-

tion of the virtual crystal approximation, is also adopted to investigate the Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT)

solid solutions. We use a 8× 8× 8 grid of special k points and a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff

of 50 Hartree. The effects of dc electric fields applied along the [111] direction on structural prop-

erties of the rhombohedral R3m phase of both BaTiO3 (BTO) and PZT are simulated by taking

advantage of the method developed in Refs. [21–24] (note that the R3m phase is the well-known

ground state of BTO, and that we chose to study a Ti composition of 48% in PZT in order to have

a stable rhombohedral ferroelectric state as well). Technically, for each considered magnitude of

the dc electric field, both the lattice parameters and the atomic positions were fully relaxed until

the force acting on each atom is smaller than 5 × 10−5 Hartree/Bohr. The resulting field-induced
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structures are then used as input for the ab-initio method of Refs. [4, 19, 25], that is based on

the linear response of the optical dielectric tensor induced by a static (or low frequency) electric

field Ek and that has been proven to accurately compute EO coefficients in ferroelectric oxides

(note that no electric field is incorporated when employing this latter method on the field-induced

structures). Such coefficients obey the following equation

∆(ε−1)ij =
3∑

k=1

Rη
ijkEk, (1)

where (ε−1)ij is the inverse of the electronic dielectric tensor that depends on the electric field. It is

important to realize that, in our case,Rη
ijk is a clamped (strain-free) EO tensor that can practically

depend on Ek since we used the crystal structure spanned by this electric field for its calculation.

In particular, plotting Rη
ijk versus Ek will naturally determine if the materials under investigation

only adopt a linear EO effect (in that case, Rη
ijk will be independent of Ek) or rather a nonlinear

conversion between electric and optical quantities (which will makeRη
ijk dependent on Ek).

As detailed in Refs. [4, 19], Rη
ijk can be expressed as the sum of two contributions: a bare

electronic part, Rel
ijk, which is proportional to the nonlinear optical dielectric susceptibility χ(2)

ijk,

and an ionic part,Rion
ijk, which is caused by the relaxation of the atomic positions due to the applied

electric field and which depends on the first-order change of the linear dielectric susceptibility. The

origin of the ionic contribution is related to the Raman susceptibility αmij of modem, the transverse

optic mode polarity pmk and phonon mode frequencies ωm. The clamped (strain-free) EO tensor is

thus given by:

Rη
ijk = Rel

ijk +Rion
ijk =

−8π

n2
in

2
j

χ
(2)
ijk −

4π

n2
in

2
j

√
Ω0

∑
m

αmijp
m
k

ω2
m

, (2)

where ni and nj are the principal refractive indices, and Ω0 is the unit cell volume. As taken

advantage in previous works [4, 6, 19, 25], Eq. (2) can be used to provide a deep insight into

EO coefficients. Examples include the determination of the modes m mostly responsible for the

value of these coefficients as well as their enhancement via the softening of these modes (i.e., ωm

approaching a zero value). Note also that there is an unclamped (stress-free that adds a contri-

bution involving elasto-optic effects and piezoelectricity to the clamped one) EO tensor, that is

given by Rσ
ijk = Rη

ijk +
∑3

α,β=1 pijαβdkαβ where pijαβ are elasto-optic coefficients and dkαβ are

piezoelectric strain coefficients [4, 6, 19, 25], but that we numerically found (see Fig. S1 of the

Supplemental Material (SM) [26]) that Rσ
ijk and Rη

ijk behave in a similar qualitative and even

quantitative way with the applied electric field, in both PZT and BTO. Consequently, we focus
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here on Rη
ijk. Note also that, as detailed in the SM [26], we also computed the EO tensor associ-

ated with the aforementioned field-induced structures by using another (more brut force) method

– since we are not aware that nonlinear electro-optic effects have ever been investigated using

first-principles-based calculations. This latter method and the one explained above provide very

similar results, which therefore attests of the validity of the approach adopted in this manuscript.

Let us now choose the Cartesian axes such as the z-axis is along the [111] polarization pseudo-

cubic direction and the y-axis is perpendicular to the mirror plane of the R3m structure, for both

PZT and BTO. With this choice of axes and when adopting the Voigt notation, theRη
ijk EO tensor

has four independent elements: Rη
11, Rη

13, R
η
33 and Rη

51. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show all these

components as a function of the electric field applied along the [111] direction in PZT and BTO,

respectively, as calculated from Eq. (2). Regarding PZT, Fig. 1(a) indicates that the clamped EO

coefficients are predicted to be, at zero electric field and by order of increasing strength, Rη
11 =

−4.9 pm/V,Rη
13 = 5.6 pm/V,Rη

33 = 11.9 pm/V andRη
51 = 12.6 pm/V (note that we are not aware

of any measurement or calculation of these coefficients in rhombohedral PZT). When the electric

field is turned on and increases in PZT, Rη
33 quickly becomes the largest element and basically

only very slightly linearly decreases, therefore indicating the occurrence of a predominant linear

EO coefficient accompanied by a weak second-order EO response. In fact, one can nicely fit Rη
33

by rη33 + sη333E3, which provides a linear (Pockels effect) EO coefficient of rη33 = 11.6 pm/V and

a quadratic (Kerr effect) EO parameter of sη333 = −3.6× 10−21 m2/V2. Our predicted rη33 at 0 K

is of the same order of magnitude and rather consistent with the measurement of Ref. [5] giving

a value of 67.3 pm/V at room temperature for Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 at an applied ac frequency of 1

THz, when realizing that temperature decreases the soft-mode frequencies and therefore enhances

EO coefficient – as clearly indicated by Eq. (2).

For BTO at zero field, all the clamped EO coefficients are larger in magnitude that those of PZT,

as shown in Fig. 1(b) that reports a value ofRη
11 = 8.9 pm/V,Rη

13 = 21.0 pm/V,Rη
33 = 42.2 pm/V

and Rη
51 = 33.8 pm/V (note that these values are consistent with the previously reported ones of

Ref. [19] but using the experimental lattice constants of BTO). Moreover and in sharp contrast with

PZT, Fig. 1(b) also reveals that all the elements ofRη
ijk in BTO strongly depends on the magnitude

of the electric field. Such numerical finding is fully in-line with a recent experiment [5] observ-

ing a predominantly linear EO response in PZT films versus a nonlinear electro-optic response of

BTO thin films, in the THz frequency range. In fact, we numerically find that our computed Rη
33

of BTO of Fig. 1(b) can be very well fitted by rη33 + sη333E3 + cη3333E
2
3 , with rη33 = 39.6 pm/V,
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sη333 = −6.4× 10−20 m2/V2 and cη3333 = 5.1 × 10−29 m3/V3. Note, however, that the magnitude

of the predicted second-order EO coefficient of 6.4× 10−20 m2/V2 is about 200 times smaller in

magnitude than that measured in Ref. [5] for an ac frequency of 1 THz (note that the other method

described in the SM [26] does not rely on linear response and provides similar result for the EO

coefficients). Possible reasons behind such discrepancy is that we study here theR3m phase at 0 K

while experiments are conducted on the tetragonal phase of BTO at room temperature, that is very

close (namely by about 20 K [2, 31, 32]) to the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition where

a large enhancement of the EO responses is expected [33] due to the softening of some phonon

frequencies – as evidenced by Eq. (2). Other possible reasons may be that ab-initio electric fields

can typically provide an overestimation by one or two orders of magnitude with respect to ex-

perimental ones [34–37], or that the experiment in Ref. [5] is conducted on strained and unpoled

samples while we study bulk polar materials. Such latter hypothesis is even more reasonable when

assuming the formula indicated in Refs. [7, 11, 33], that are: R0
13 = 2

3
(g11 + 2g12 − g44)Psχ33,

R0
33 = 2

3
(g11 + 2g12 + 2g44)Psχ33, and R0

51 = 2
3

(
g11 − g12 + 1

2
g44
)
Psχ11, where R0

ij are linear

EO coefficients, Ps is the spontaneous polarization, χ33 and χ11 are the dielectric constants along

the c- and a-axes, respectively, and gij are specific quadratic EO coefficients – all under infinitesi-

mally small electric fields. As a matter of fact, plugging our numerical values forR0
ij , Ps, χ33 and

χ11 into these formula gives for the R3m phase of BTO bulk: g11 = 273, g12 = −2 and g44 = 68

in units of 10−2 m4/C2, which is precisely the order of magnitude reported in Ref. [7] for the gij

coefficients of BTO bulk at room temperature (i.e., in the P4mm phase).

In order to understand the origin of the linear electro-optic response in PZT versus the nonlinear

EO behavior in BTO, we determined the contribution of each zone-center phonon mode for the

Rη
33 coefficient, as well as the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)-predicted frequency

of these modes (see Fig. S2 of the SM [26] for all these zone-center phonons), for each of these

two systems and for each investigated electric field. For PZT, Fig. 2(a) reveals that Rη
33 mostly

arises from the A(1)
1 and especially A(3)

1 modes, with these two modes having frequencies [see

Fig. 2(c)] behaving in such a manner that the ω−2 inverse of their square is only weakly (and

nearly linearly dependent) on the applied electric field – as evidenced in Fig. 2(e). Incorporating

such latter fact when looking again at Eq. (2) naturally explains why Rη
33 is mostly independent

on the electric field, that is why the EO response of PZT system is basically linear (with the slight

change of ω−2 with field generating a weak second-order EO response). Note that the electronic

part of the clamped EO tensor (first term of Eq. (2)) is found to be small, as revealed by Fig. 2(a) –
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therefore indicating the predominant role of ionic contributions for Rη
33 of PZT [the same finding

holds for BTO, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b)]. Note also that, as indicated in the inset of Fig. 2(c),

the Ti/Zr ions move along the spontaneous polarization [111] pseudo-cubic direction while the

three oxygen ions move along the [1̄1̄0], [1̄01̄] and [01̄1̄] directions, respectively, in the A(3)
1 mode

of PZT.

In contrast, for BTO, Rη
33 takes most of its value from the A(2)

1 mode for fields smaller than

' 3.1 × 108 V/m, with this mode having a frequency strongly increasing, and thus an inverse of

the square of such frequency strongly decreasing, with the field. Consequently and according to

Eq. (2) too, the electro-optic response of BTO is highly nonlinear, and is significantly reduced, for

fields smaller than' 3.1× 108 V/m. Note also that the nonlinear behavior of ω−2 with field is the

culprit behind the existence of third-order EO coefficient. The inset of Fig. 2(d) shows that Ti ions

move along the [111] direction while the O ions are displaced along the [1̄1̄1̄] direction in the A(2)
1

mode. Furthermore and as evidenced in Figs. 2(d) and 2(f), a striking anticrossing between the

A
(2)
1 and A(3)

1 modes then occurs in BTO for a field equal to ' 3.1 × 108 V/m. Such anticrossing

results in these modes repelling each other near this critical field, therefore yielding a gap between

these two phonon frequencies and thus between the inverse of their square, as clearly seen in the

inset of Fig. 2(f). This anticrossing also leads to the eigenvectors of these two modes inverting

their atomic character before versus after this critical field [25]. It also makes the A(3)
1 mode being

the dominating one for Rη
33 above this critical field, with the resulting EO response being still

nonlinear – since the frequency of the A(3)
1 mode also strongly depends on the magnitude of the

field above ' 3.1 × 108 V/m.

One can thus safely conclude that the linear character of the EO response in PZT versus the

nonlinear electro-optic response of BTO mainly originate from the different behavior that the ω−2

of their corresponding predominant modes adopt in these two important perovskite oxides.

The next issue to address is therefore to understand why these ω−2 behave in a different manner

in PZT and BTO. For that, we reported the electric-field dependence of the force constants Ti/Zr-

Ti/Zr, O-O and Ti/Zr-O bonds of PZT in the left column of Fig. 3, and of the force constants

of Ti-Ti, O-O and Ti-O of BTO in the the right column of Fig. 3. The choice to concentrate on

these specific force constants (rather than those involving Pb or Ba ions) stems from the atomic

character of the eigenvectors associated with the A(3)
1 mode in PZT and the A(2)

1 mode in BTO

[see again the inset of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively]. The selected force constants of Fig. 3

show nearly linear versus strongly nonlinear behaviors as a function of electric field in PZT and
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BTO, respectively, which therefore connects (and explains) the different nature of the macroscopic

electro-optic response in these two systems to some specific atomistic bond characteristics.

In summary, a first-principle technique is developed to tackle nonlinear electro-optic response

of materials at an ab-initio level for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. This method simply

consists of first employing the development of Ref. [38] to determine the crystal and atomic

structure induced by electric fields and then use such structure as input of the method of Refs.

[4, 19] to extract EO coefficients as a function of electric field (note that other atomistic methods,

such as those of Refs. [39, 40], can be used to extract the field-induced structure). This method

is presently applied to the R3m phase of PZT and BTO ferroelectric perovskite oxides, and is

also found to provide similar results than another, more brut-force technique further proposed and

explained in the SM [26]. Both of these methods reproduce a recent striking experimental finding,

that is why the EO response of PZT and BTO is linear versus nonlinear, respectively [5] (note

that the SM [26] also shows that other optical properties can behave in a different qualitative way

between these two important materials). The scheme indicated in this manuscript also naturally

reveals that it is the field-induced behavior of the frequency of some specific phonon modes and of

some force constants that are responsible for the difference in nature for the conversion between

electric and optical properties in PZT and BTO. We thus hope that the present study enhances

the knowledge of light-matter interactions and functional materials, and will also motivate the

development of other techniques allowing the investigation of complex interplay between light

and physical properties. A particular advantage of the proposed method is that it can be easily

employed for the quest of materials with large nonlinear EO response.
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FIG. 1. Clamped EO coefficients as a function of electric field applied along the [111] direction in (a) PZT

and (b) BTO, respectively.
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FIG. 2. Mode decomposition of the clamped EO coefficientRη33 in (a) PZT and (b) BTO. Phonon frequency

for selected modes at the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone with the insets corresponding to the eigenvector

of A(3)
1 and A

(2)
1 modes at zero field in (c) PZT and (d) BTO, respectively. The inverse of the square of the

phonon frequency, ω−2, as a function of electric field in (e) PZT and (f) BTO. The inset of panel (f) zooms

in the data for electric field between 3.08 × 108 V/m and 3.16 × 108 V/m.
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FIG. 3. Force constants at the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone as a function of electric field in (a) PZT and

(b) BTO, respectively.
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